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idSoftware’s Identification Management System 
Video Imaging  

 

The solution:    
Inmate Property 
Inmate property is a standalone module of idSoftware’s Identification 
Management System  
  
Designed specifically for booking and corrections officers, law 
enforcement investigators, and intelligence analysts 
 
Inmate property intake system which takes a picture of the inmate property and 
attach the image to an inmate record.  This process substantially reduces  the 
amount of time it takes to manually record property descriptions, eliminates the 
need to enumerate each item of property, saving valuable time with each 
booking and ensuring accuracy of descriptions and value.  
 

• The system is programmed with all the necessary and mandatory 
forms and reports to immediately begin processing inmate 
property. 

 Pre-programmed forms include:  
    INTAKE RECEIPTS  
    PROPERTY RETURN RECEIPTS  
    PROPERTY RETURN AUTHORIZATION  

• An unlimited number of custom forms can be created by agency staff and associated with 
an inmate’s property. 

 
This solution provides a detailed record and eliminates the possibility of an inmate suggesting that he or 
she did not receive the same property back upon release. 
 
The system records the inmate signature on the record and requires the inmate signature for release. 
Includes a barcode 
 
Inmate Property as part of an agencies records management system will save cities and counties 
countless dollars and resources by preventing frivolous litigation and increasing the efficiency of intake 
and release.  
 
The Property Intake Record is where the image and the 
information about the property is stored in the system. This 
record is attached to the inmate record and can be viewed or 
added to at any time. 
 

 Image and Record Cash as Property   -  When 
receiving money the system records the amount and 
updates the inmate accounting system   
 

 Inmate Property makes it easy to receive property or 
money from authorized third parties and attaches an  
image to the inmate record 
 

 When integrated with PrintSearch the program can 
require fingerprint identification to be associated with 
property intake and release – providing positive 
identification of the parties involved 
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